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Abstract. This paper introduces an objective notion of routine expectation, to

allow for the external account of expectations in the context of routine procedures,

in multiagent systems (MAS). The notion of expectation as usually applied to

MAS is briefly reviewed. A formalization of routine procedure is given, so that

the formal notion of routine expectation can be defined with respect to actions and

facts. A view previously proposed in the literature, to base expectation values on

a combination of probability values and utility values, is adopted. However, it is

adapted to the context of repetitive, periodic system routines, where utility values

can be replaced by the degrees of perfection with which actions and facts are

realized.

1 Introduction: motivation and related works

In general there are different ways of considering the notion of expectation in agent

systems. For example, a mentalist, or cognitivist approach defines an expectation as

a complex set of cognitive elements (a combination of goals, beliefs, etc.) [1]. Such

kind of subjectivist approach may also take the way adopted in [2, 3], briefly suggested

in [1], which gives expectations a combination of probability values and utility values,

assigned to the possible outcomes of the actions (using the notion of subjective expected

utility values [4]).

A crucial aspect of both these works is that an agent’s expectation is related to a

momentary situation in the system. That is, it relates to a situation that is artificially

isolated from the whole behavior of the agent, and from the continuous operation of the

system. The agent is seen as having a goal and performing an action at a given instant

(or believing that a given event will happen that will help to achieve the goal), so that

the entire past and future ways in which the agent participates in the system is not taken

into account. Expectations about future agent interactions can not be adequately studied

in such settings.

However, most practically important agent systems, including human ones, are im-

portant precisely because of their continuous functioning over time and, in particular,

because of their repetitive, periodic functioning; that is, their routines. Routines have

long been recognized as an essential feature of the operational dynamics of social sys-

tems (cf., e.g., Giddens in [5]), and the same idea seems to apply to multiagent systems.
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Here the functioning aims at the continuous monitoring and/or control of some target

system, or the continuous servicing of their users [6].

An example of the importance of periodic routines and expected patterns of be-

havior in managing electricity in home situations was seen in [7]. Also, modeling ex-

pectations seems very promising in the idea of developing personal assistants that will

support a human user in his/her usual day-life activities [8].

We thus develop a complementary point of view. We formulate in set-theoretic terms

an objective, behavioristic notion of expectation, centered around the objective effects

of the actions that the agents perform, at a given moment, within the context of some

system routine. We do not consider here, however, the possible ways in which the two

approaches may be combined. Specially, we do not consider how the context of system

routines can be integrated into the mentalist approach.

In this paper, we introduce two novel aspects concerning agent expectations. First,

we extend the notion of expectation so that, in the context of system routines, it may

be applied not only to the facts resulting from the execution of agent actions or envi-

ronment events, but also to the actions and events themselves. In fact, we consider that

objective expectations of actions and events are fundamental, and that objective expec-

tations of facts should be derived from them. Accordingly, in Sect. 2 we formalize a

notion of system routine where those two kinds of expectations may be defined.

Secondly, we would like to stay as close as possible to the subjective expected utility

values approach to expectations. However, utility values, as such, can not be fruitfully

considered in connection to actions and facts that happen in system routines. This is

because routines are usually adopted in a system only when all the actions are clearly

useful to the routines where they occur. That is, less useful actions tend to be replaced

by actions more adapted, and thus more useful, to the routine and to the functioning of

the system as a whole. If an action is included in a routine, or if a fact is counted upon by

the routine to operate properly, it is clear that it certainly has a utility for the routine, and

there is no point in trying to quantify that value. Therefore, in order that the objective

expected utility of an action (or fact or event) could stay close to the model of subjective

expected utility, it was necessary to replace the subjective components by correspond-

ing objective components. Specially, the subjective probabilities and utility values that

essentially constitute the subjective expected utility values were respectively replaced

by objective probabilities and by objective degrees of perfection of the realization of

actions, facts and events. This is explained in Sect. 3 of the paper.

A contextualized example of the approach is given in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes

the paper with a discussion.

2 Periodic Routines and their Performances

In the following, let Act be a finite set of agent actions and Ctx be the set of contexts
where those actions may be performed, with the empty action denoted by ε. Let T =
t0, t1, . . . be a linear, discrete time structure. The effects of the performance of an action
α ∈ Act, in a context C ∈ Ctx, at a certain time t ∈ T , may be defined in a rule-based
form with the help of pre- and post-conditions, which can assume degrees of perfection
varying in the interval [0, 1], as the degrees of truth in Fuzzy Logic [11], as follows:
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pre1 : d1 . . . pren : dn

[α :C]
post1 : f1(d1, . . . , dn) : min1 . . . postm : fm(d1, . . . , dn) : minm

(1)

where pre[α : C] = {pre1, . . . , pren}, with n ∈ N, is the set of pre-conditions to

be evaluated at any time the action α is ready to be performed in the context C, and

d1, . . . , dn are their respective degrees of perfection at that moment; post[α : C] =
{post1, . . . , postm}, with m ∈ N, is the set of post-conditions that result from the per-

formance of α in the context C, and f1(d1, . . . , dn), . . . , fm(d1, . . . , dn) are their re-

spective expected degrees of perfection after that performance, determined by the func-

tions f1, . . . , fm : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] that give the expected values of the post-conditions

considering the degrees of perfection of all pre-conditions; min1, . . . ,minn, with 0 <

mini ≤ 1, are the minimum degrees of perfection required for the post-conditions in

order that the performance of the action α be considered satisfactory. In particular, it

holds that di = 1, for any prei ∈ pre[ε :C], and fj(d1, . . . , dn) = minj = 1, for any

postj ∈ post[ε :C], in any context C.

An action α is said to be satisfactorily performed in the context C, at time t ∈ T ,

if and only if each post-condition assumes, at time t + 1, a degree of perfection equal

or greater than the minimum degree of perfection required for that post-condition. In

particular, a satisfactorily performed action α is said to be perfectly performed in the

context C, at time t, if and only if all post-conditions assume, at time t + 1, a degree

of perfection equal to 1. An action α is said to be non-satisfactorily performed in the

context C, at time t, if and only if at least one of the post-conditions assumes, at time

t + 1, a degree of perfection less than the minimum required for that post-condition. A

non-satisfactorily performed action α is said to be non-performed at time t, if and only

if all post-conditions assume, at time t + 1, a degree of perfection equal to 0.

Definition 1. Let α ∈ Act be an action performed in the context C at time t. The

degree of satisfaction of α’s performance is given by the function dst
α:C : [0, 1]m →

{s, ns} × [0, 1]. This evaluates the degrees of perfection u1, . . . , um ∈ [0, 1] assumed,

at time t + 1, by the post-conditions post1, . . . , postm of the action α. It generates a

pair dst
α:C(u1, . . . , um) = (x, k) ∈ ({s, ns} × [0, 1]), where:

(i) k ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of perfection, obtained by an operator τ : [0, 1]m → [0, 1],
which is application dependent;

(ii) x = s indicates that the action α was satisfactorily performed (so that k > 0; in

particular, if k = 1 then the action α was perfectly performed);

(iii) x = ns indicates that the action α was non-satisfactorily performed (so that k <

1; in particular, if k = 0 then α was non-performed);

A routine over Act, in a context C ∈ Ctx, with period π, where π ∈ N and π > 1,

is a permanently (i.e., infinitely) repeated, structured subset of actions of Act in C. The

main repeated structured set of actions in a routine ρ is the body of ρ. The set of all

possible routine bodies RBAct is given by a set of regular expressions over Act:

– any action α ∈ Act is a routine body: α ∈ Act ⇒ α ∈ RBAct

– if b and b′ are routine bodies (b, b′ ∈ RBAct), then the following regular composi-

tions of b and b′ are also routine bodies:
• b; b′ ∈ RBAct (sequential composition of the routine bodies b and b′);

• b + b′ ∈ RBAct (alternative composition of the routine bodies b and b′);
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Table 1. Recursive definitions of length and set of actions of routine bodies, for b, b′ ∈ RBAct

Length Set of actions

length(b) = 1, if b = α ∈ Act act[b] = {α}, if b = α ∈ Act

length(b; b′) = length(b) + length(b′) act[b; b′] = act[b] ∪ act[b′]
length(b + b′) = max{length(b), length(b′)} act[b + b′] = act[b] ∪ act[b′]
length(b | b′) = length(b) + length(b′) act[b | b′] = act[b] ∪ act[b′]
length(bn) = n · length(b) act[bn] = act[b]

• b | b′ ∈ RBAct (parallel composition of the routine bodies b and b′);4

• bn ∈ RBAct (n-times repetition of the routine body b, with n ∈ N and n > 0);

The length of a routine body is defined as shown in the left-hand column of Ta-

ble 1. The length of a routine’s body is the period of that routine (note the case of the

parallel composition, reserving a time slot for its eventual sequential realization, with

one alternative fully performed before the other). So, any routine ρ, with period π, is

such that ρ = bω, where b ∈ RBAct, π = length(b), and ω indicates infinite repetition

of the body b. The set of actions of the routine ρ = bω, denoted by act[ρ], is the same

as the set of actions of its body, as defined in the right-hand column of Table 1.
A cut of a routine ρ is any non-empty subset of actions in Act that the routine may

simultaneously perform at a given time instant. The set of cuts of a routine ρ = bω

is denoted by Cuts[ρ] and is the same as the set of cuts of its body Cuts[b], which is
defined recursively as follows, for routine bodies b, b′ ∈ RBAct:

Cuts[b] = {{α}}, if b = α ∈ Acts

Cuts[b; b′] = Cuts[b] ∪ Cuts[b′]

Cuts[b + b
′] = Cuts[b] ∪ Cuts[b′]

Cuts[b | b
′] = Cuts[b] ∪ Cuts[b′] ∪ {X ∪ Y | X ∈ Cuts[b], Y ∈ Cuts[b′]} ∪ {{ε}}

Cuts[bn] = Cuts[b]

The notion of a cut of a routine is central to our concept of routine expectation. It was

drawn from the notion of cut in occurrence nets from Net Theory [12].

Definition 2. Let ρ be a routine over Act and Cuts[ρ] be the set of cuts of ρ. A perfor-
mance of a routine ρ in the context C is a periodic mapping

≪ρ :C≫: T → ℘(Cuts[ρ]) × Cuts[ρ] × ℘(Act) × ℘(Act × [0, 1]),

which gives, for each time t ∈ T , a 4-tuple where:

(i) the first component ≪ ρ : C ≫t [1] is the set of cuts enabled by the performance

≪ρ :C≫ at time t;
(ii) the second component ≪ρ :C≫t[2] is the cut selected to be performed at time t in

≪ρ :C≫, among the enabled cuts at that time;5

(iii) the third component ≪ ρ : C ≫t [3] is the step of the performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ at

time t, which is the subset of actions of the selected cut ≪ρ :C≫t [2] that are put

into execution by the system’s agent(s) at time t;

4 Observe that the empty action ε is the neutral element of the parallel composition operator,

that is, ε | b = b | ε = b, for any routine body b.
5 A routine may enable more than one cut at a given time. However, only one cut must be

selected to be performed at each time.
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(iv) the fourth component ≪ ρ : C ≫t [4] is the result of the step ≪ ρ : C ≫t [3],
indicating the degree of satisfaction of the performance of each action of that step.

The period of the performance ≪ρ :C≫ is given by the period of ρ. The set of all

possible performances ≪ρ :C ≫ of ρ in the context C is denoted by Prfs[ρ : C]. The

four components of a performance are accessed through the following functions:

Definition 3. Consider a performance ≪ρ :C≫∈ Prfs[ρ :C]. Then 6:

(i) The cuts enabled by the performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ in each time t are specified by a

mapping ecuts : Prfs[ρ : C] → T → ℘(Cuts[ρ]), such that the cuts enabled by a

performance ≪ ρ : C ≫, at a given time t ∈ T , is denoted by ecuts[≪ ρ : C ≫]t

and ecuts[≪ ρ : C ≫]t =≪ ρ : C ≫t [1]. The trace of subsets of enabled cuts by

≪ρ :C≫ in T is defined as the time-indexed sequence: trace[ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]]T =

ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t0 , ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t1 , . . . .

(ii) The cuts of a routine ρ that are selected to be performed during the performance

≪ρ :C≫ are selected among the enabled cuts in each time t; they are specified by

a mapping scut : Prfs[ρ : C] → T → Cuts[ρ], such that, given the set of enabled

cuts ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t, the cut selected by ≪ρ :C≫ to be executed at a given time

t is denoted by scut[≪ρ :C≫]t and scut[≪ρ :C≫]t =≪ρ :C≫t [2] ∈ ecuts[≪
ρ :C≫]t. The trace of selected cuts by ≪ρ :C≫ in T is defined as the time-indexed

sequence: trace[scut[≪ρ :C≫]]T = scut[≪ρ :C≫]t0 , scut[≪ρ :C≫]t1 , . . . .

(iii) The steps of the performance ≪ρ :C≫ are specified by a mapping step : Prfs[ρ :
C] → T → ℘(Act), such that, given the selected cut scut[≪ρ :C≫]t, the subset of

actions that are executed by the agent at the time t is denoted by step[≪ρ :C ≫]t

and step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t =≪ ρ : C ≫t [3] ⊆ scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]t. The trace of

steps of the performance ≪ ρ :C ≫ in T is defined as the time-indexed sequence:

trace[step[≪ρ :C≫]]T = step[≪ρ :C≫]t0 , step[≪ρ :C≫]t1 , . . . .

(iv) The results of the steps of the performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ at time t is given by a
mapping result : Prfs[ρ : C] → T → ℘(Act × [0, 1]) such that, given the step
step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t of the performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ at time t ∈ T , the set of
results of that step is denoted by result[≪ ρ : C ≫]t and result[≪ ρ : C ≫
]t =≪ ρ : C ≫t [4] = {(α, dst

α:C(u1, . . . , um)) | α ∈ step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t},
where dst

α:C(u1, . . . , um) is the degree satisfaction of the performance of α, ob-
tained by the evaluation of the degrees of perfection u1, . . . , um assumed by α’s
post-condition post1, . . . , postm at time t + 1 (see Def. 1). The trace of results of
steps of the performance ≪ρ :C≫ in T is given by the sequence:

trace[result[≪ρ :C≫]]T = result[≪ρ :C≫]t0 , result[≪ρ :C≫]t1 , . . .

The set of possible steps of a cut c is the set of its subsets ℘(c). Given a family of

cuts X , the set of possible steps derived from X is given by psteps[X] =
⋃

c∈X ℘[c].
The effects of a cut c ∈ Cuts[ρ], in a context C, may be defined in a rule-based

form with the help of pre- and post-conditions, analogously to rule (1), where the set of

pre-conditions is the union of the sets of pre-conditions of all the actions that constitute

the cut c, given by pre[c] =
⋃

{pre[α] | α ∈ c}. Similarly, the set of post-conditions of

a cut c ∈ Cuts[ρ] is given by post[c] =
⋃

{post[α] | α ∈ c}.

6 For simplicity, in this paper, given any function f : T → X , where T is the time sequence,

we denote f(t) by f t.
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Considering a performance ≪ρ :C≫∈ Prfs[ρ :C] in a context C ∈ Ctx, a selected

cut c ∈ ecuts[≪ ρ : C ≫]t is said to be satisfactorily (perfectly) performed at time t

if and only if all its actions are satisfactorily (perfectly) performed at that time. On the

contrary, a selected cut c ∈ ecuts[≪ ρ : C ≫]t is non-satisfactorily performed at time

t if and only if at least one of its actions is non-satisfactorily performed at time t. A

non-satisfactorily performed selected cut c is said to be non-performed at time t if and

only all its actions are non-performed at time t.

Given a selected cut c ∈ ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t, the set of pre-conditions of a step s ⊆ c

is the union of the set of pre-conditions of the actions that constitute that step, that is,

pre[s] =
⋃

{pre[α] | α ∈ s} ⊆ pre[c]. Analogously, the set of post-conditions of a step

s ⊆ c is given by post[s] =
⋃

{post[α] | α ∈ s} ⊆ post[c]. A step s ⊆ c can either

be satisfactorily (perfectly, non-satisfactorily) performed or non-performed, in the same

way as was defined for selected cuts.

Therefore, a selected cut scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]t of a routine performance ≪ ρ : C ≫
at time t is satisfactorily (or perfectly) performed if and only if step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t =
scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]t and step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t is satisfactorily (or perfectly) performed. It

is non-satisfactorily performed if either step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t 6= scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]t or

step[≪ ρ : C ≫]t is non-satisfactorily performed. It is non-performed whenever either

step[≪ρ :C≫]t = ∅ or step[≪ρ :C≫]t is non-performed.7

Definition 4. Consider a routine ρ over Act, in a given context C ∈ Ctx, with period

π, whose performance ≪ρ :C≫ is done in a time sequence T = t0, t1, . . .. Then:

(i) The performance ≪ρ :C≫ is said to be satisfactorily (perfectly, non-satisfactorily)

performed at time t if and only if scut[≪ρ :C≫]t is satisfactorily (perfectly, non-

satisfactorily) performed at time t.
(ii) The performance ≪ρ :C≫ fails at time t if scut[≪ρ :C≫]t is non-performed at

time t.
(iii) The performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ is said to be satisfactorily (perfectly) performed in

a cycle that starts at time ti ∈ T , if it is satisfactorily (perfectly) performed at all

t ∈ [ti, ti+π−1].
(iv) The performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ is said to be non-satisfactorily performed in a cycle

that starts at time ti ∈ T if there is at least one t ∈ [ti, ti+π−1] at which it fails or

is non-satisfactorily performed.

(v) The performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ fails in a cycle that starts at time ti ∈ T , if it fails at

all t ∈ [ti, ti+π−1].

Example 1. Consider Act = {α1, α2, α3} and let ρ = (α1; (α2 + α3))
ω be a routine

with period equal to 2. The possible cuts in any performances of this routine are Cuts[ρ :
C] = {c1, c2, c3}, where c1 = {α1}, c2 = {α2} and c3 = {α3}. The cuts enabled

during a perfectly performed performance ≪ ρ : C ≫ in the time interval [t0, t2) (just

one cycle) are given by: ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t0 = {c1}, ecuts[≪ρ :C≫]t1 = {c2, c3}.

Then, there are only two possibilities of traces of a perfectly performed performance

≪ρ :C≫ in that interval:

7 Observe that the enablement of a subset of cuts of a routine ρ at time t + 1 of a performance

≪ ρ : C ≫ may depend on the step of the performance of the routine ρ at time t, which

indicates if the cut selected at time t was or was not satisfactorily performed.
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(i) either the selected cuts are scut[≪ ρ :C ≫] = t0 7→ c1, t1 7→ c3, and the traces of
steps and results of steps are, respectively:

trace[step[≪ρ :C≫]][t0,t2) = t0 7→ c1, t1 7→ c2

trace[result[≪ρ :C≫]][t0,t2) = t0 7→ {(α1, (s, 1))}, t1 7→ {(α2, (s, 1))}

(ii) or, the selected cuts are scut[≪ ρ : C ≫] = t0 7→ c1, t1 7→ c2, and the traces of
steps and results of steps are, respectively:

trace[step[≪ρ :C≫]][t0,t2) = t0 7→ c1, t1 7→ c3,

trace[result[≪ρ :C≫]][t0,t2) = t0 7→ {(α1, (s, 1))}, t1 7→ {(α3, (s, 1))},

where each step in each time, which coincides with the cut selected at that time, is

perfectly performed. Consider that the pre-conditions of both actions α2 and α3 are

the post-conditions generated by the performance of the action α1, and the minimum

degrees of truth required for the post-conditions of both α2 and α3 are equal to 1.

Then, supposing that, in both cases (i) and (ii) above, one has that result[≪ ρ : C ≫
]t0 = {(α1, (s, k1 < 1))}, then, probably, one would have result[≪ ρ : C ≫]t0 =
{(α2, (ns, k2 < 1))} (in case (i)) or result[≪ρ :C≫]t0 = {(α3, (ns, k3 < 1))} (case

(ii)), characterizing examples of ≪ρ :C≫ that are non-satisfactorily performed (failed

performances whenever k1 = k2 = k3 = 0).

Example 2. Consider Act = {α1, α2, α3} and let ρ = ((α1 + α2)
3 | α3)

ω be a routine

with period equal to 4. The possible cuts in the performance of this routine are Cuts[ρ :
C] = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}, where: c0 = {ε}, c1 = {α1}, c2 = {α2}, c3 = {α3},

c4 = {α1, α3} and c5 = {α2, α3}. Table 2 shows the cuts enabled during a performance

≪ ρ : C ≫ in 5 cycles, the selected cuts in each time t and the trace of steps of the

performance, which was perfectly performed in the first cycle, but failed in the second

cycle, since the cut at time t6 failed. The third and fourth cycles ≪ ρ : C ≫ were just

non-satisfactorily performed, since the cuts at times t8 and t12 were non-satisfactorily

performed. At time t8, the action α1 of the selected cut at that time was executed in the

respective performance step, with a performance satisfactoriness degree of 0.5, but in a

non-satisfactory way (since at least one of its post-conditions did not have the required

minimum degree of truth). At time t12, the action α3 of the selected cut at that time

was not even executed in the respective performance step. Finally, the fifth cycle failed,

since the step at time t19 was empty.

3 Expectations

We consider two kinds of expectations: (i) expectations of actions, that is, that some set

of actions happen in the performance of a given routine at a given time, and (ii) expecta-

tions of facts, which are expectations that some facts become true, with a certain degree,

as a consequence of some set of actions occurring in a given routine at a given time. For

example, in calendar systems [8], expectations of actions typically occur when a user

requests that the personal assistants perform some actions for him or her. Alternatively,

expectations of facts occur when personal assistants interact together in order to fulfil a

global goal that is given by the user they support.
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Table 2. Sample performances of the routine ρ = ((α1 + α2)
3 | α3)

ω

Time Enabled Cuts Selected Cut Step Results

t0
t1
t2
t3

{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0}

c1

c1

c5

c0

c1

c1

c5

c0

{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α2, (s, 1)), (α3, (s, 1))}
{(ε, (s, 1))}

t4
t5
t6
t7

{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0}

c5

c2

c1

c0

c5

c2

c1

c0

{(α2, (s, 1)), (α3, (s, 1))}
{(α2, (s, 1))}
{(α1, (ns, 0))}
{(ε, (s, 1))}

t8
t9
t10
t11

{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0}

c4

c1

c2

c0

c4

c1

c2

c0

{(α1, (ns, 0.7)), (α3, (s, 1))}
{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α2, (s, 1))}
{(ε, (s, 1))}

t12
t13
t14
t15

{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0, c1, c2}
{c0}

c4

c1

c2

c0

{α1}
c1

c2

c0

{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α2, (s, 1))}
{(ε, (s, 1))}

t16
t17
t18
t19

{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}
{c3}

c1

c1

c2

c3

c1

c1

c2

∅

{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α1, (s, 1))}
{(α2, (s, 1))}
∅

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Given the set E = ecuts[≪ ρ : C ≫]ti ⊆ Cuts[ρ] of the cuts enabled by a perfor-

mance ≪ ρ : C ≫ at a certain time ti ∈ T , it may be possible to have a cut-selection

probability distribution over E, given by χti

≪ρ:C≫ : E → [0, 1], such that, for each

c ∈ E, χti

≪ρ:C≫(c) gives the probability of the selection of c, considering the context

C ∈ Ctx, such that
∑

c∈E χti

≪ρ:C≫(c) = 1. Denote by ρχ the routine ρ with associated

cut-selection probability functions χti

≪ρ:C≫, where i ∈ N.

Definition 5. Given a performance ≪ ρχ : C ≫ of a routine ρχ in a context C, the

cut selection expectation of ≪ ρχ : C ≫ at a certain time ti ∈ T is the subset of

cuts of the cuts enabled at time ti whose cut-selection probabilities are maximal in

ecuts[≪ρχ :C≫]t ⊆ Cuts[ρχ], that is,

csxpt[≪ρχ :C≫]ti =

{c ∈ ecuts[≪ρχ :C≫]ti | ∀c′ ∈ ecuts[≪ρχ :C≫]ti : χti

≪ρ:C≫(c′) ≤ χti

≪ρ:C≫(c)}

Given the cut scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]ti , selected at time ti in a performance ≪ ρ : C ≫,
the probability that an action α ∈ scut[≪ ρ : C ≫]ti is executed in the step step[≪
ρ : C ≫]ti by an agent, in the context C ∈ Ctx and at ti, is given by the function

φti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
: scut[≪ρ :C ≫]ti → [0, 1]. The probability of α ∈ scut[≪ρ :C ≫]ti

not being executed in the step step[≪ ρ : C ≫]ti is 1 − φti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
(α). Then, the

probability of a step being executed in scut[≪ ρ : C ≫ti ] is given by the function

Φti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
: ℘[scut[≪ρ :C≫]ti ] → [0, 1], defined by

Φ
ti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
(X) =

∏

α∈scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti

Pr(α), with Pr(α)=

{

φ
ti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
(α) if α ∈ X

1−φ
ti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti
(α) otherwise.

(2)

Denote by ρΦ the routine ρ with associated step probability functions Φti

scut[≪ρ:C≫]ti

for each selected cut, with i ∈ N.
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Definition 6. Given a performance ≪ ρΦ : C ≫, the step expectation in a cut scut[≪
ρΦ : C ≫]ti selected at time ti, are the steps of the cut scut[≪ ρΦ : C ≫]ti whose
probabilities of being executed at ti are maximal in ℘[scut[≪ρΦ :C≫]ti ]:
stxpt[scut[≪ρΦ :C≫]]ti = {X ∈ ℘[scut[≪ρΦ :C≫]ti ] | ∀X

′ ∈ ℘[scut[≪ρΦ :C≫]ti ] :

Φ
ti

scut[≪ρΦ:C≫]ti
(X ′) ≤ Φ

ti

scut[≪ρΦ:C≫]ti
(X)}.

The overall step probability of any possible step being executed in a performance
≪ ρ : C ≫ at a given time ti ∈ T is given by a function σti

≪ρ:C≫ : psteps[ecuts[≪ ρ :

C≫]]t1 → [0, 1], defined by:

σ
ti

≪ρ:C≫
(X) =

∑

c∈ecuts[≪ρ:C≫]t1

χ
ti

≪ρ:C≫
(c) · Pr(X), with Pr(X) =

{

Φti
c (X) if X ⊆ c

0 otherwise,

(3)

where χ and Φ are the cut-selection probability functions and step probability func-

tions, respectively. Denote by ρσ the routine ρ with associated overall step probability

functions σti

≪ρ:C≫, with i ∈ N.

Definition 7. The possible-step expectation of a performance ≪ ρσ : C ≫ti , at a cer-
tain time ti ∈ T , is the subset of possible steps whose probabilities of being executed
by the performance ≪ρσ :C≫ of the routine ρσ at time ti and context C are maximal
in psteps[ecuts[≪ρσ :C≫]]t1 , that is,

psxpt[ecuts[≪ρσ :C≫]]t1 = {X ∈ psteps[ecuts[≪ρσ :C≫]]t1 |

∀X
′ ∈ psteps[ecuts[≪ρσ :C≫]]t1 : σ

ti

≪ρσ :C≫
(X ′) ≤ σ

ti

≪ρσ :C≫
(X)}.

Then, considering a routine with period π, the possible step expectation of a perfor-
mance ≪ρσ :C≫, in a period that starts at time ti, is a sequence

psxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]π = psxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti , . . . , psxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti+π−1
.

Definition 8. The expectation of the result of an action α ∈ Act in a context C, at time
ti, is defined as

rxpt[α :C]ti ≡

pre1 : d1, . . . , pren : dn ⇒ post1 : f1(d1, . . . , dn), . . . , postm : fm(d1, . . . , dn), (4)

where f1, . . . , fm : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] are the functions giving the expected degrees

of perfection of the post-conditions post1, . . . , postm of α, considering the degrees of

perfection d1, . . . , dn of the pre-conditions pre1, . . . , pren at time ti.
8

The expectation of the result of a set of actions X ⊆ Act, which are performed at a

certain time ti in a context C, is defined as rxpt[X :C]ti = {rxpt[α :C]ti | α ∈ X}.

Definition 9. Consider a possible-step expectation psxpt[≪ ρσ : C ≫ti ] of a perfor-

mance ≪ ρσ : C ≫, at a certain time ti ∈ T . The expectation of the results of a

performance ≪ρσ :C≫ at time ti, is then defined as

rxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti = {rxpt[X :C]ti | X ∈ psxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti}.

The resulting expectation of ≪pρσ
: C≫, in a period π that starts at time ti, is

rxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]π = rxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti , . . . , rxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]ti+π−1.

8 The notion of expectation of the result of an action can be treated as a particular case of the

notion of expectation adopted in [9, 10], if one includes the treatment of probabilities and

degrees of perfection of realization of actions in periodic routines.
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Table(a) Agent actions

Action Agent: action specification

α1 a: to open the door

α2 a: to close the door

β1 b: to enter into the scene

β2 b: to approach the door

β3 b: to pass through the open door

β4 b: to withdraw from the door

β5 b: to leave the scene

Table(b) Conditions

Notation Condition

s1 the scene started

s2 the office employee is in the scene

s3 the door is closed

s4 the door is open

s5 the office employee is near the door

s6 the office employee is inside the building

s7 the office employee withdrew from the door

s8 the scene ended

Table(c) Action pre- and post-conditions

Action Pre-conditions Post-conditions

α1 {s2, s3} {s4}
α2 {s4, s6} {s3}
β1 {s1} {s2}
β2 {s2} {s5}
β3 {s4, s5} {s6}
β4 {s6} {s7}
β5 {s7} {s8}

Fig. 1. The Petri net representation and action specifications of the routine ρ

4 A Contextualized Example

Consider the routine ρσ of a porter (agent a1), who is in charge of opening and closing

the front-door of a building, and a person (agent b) who needs to get inside the building

to reach the office where he works everyday. Let the routine be represented in the Petri

net shown in Fig. 1, where Table(a) specifies the agent actions involved in ρσ , Table

(b) specifies the conditions that may occur in ρσ , and Table(c) specifies the pre- and

post-conditions of those actions in terms of such situations.

The structure of the routine ρσ can be described as ρ = (β1; (α1 | β2);β3; (α2 |
β4;β5))

ω. Routine ρσ has period π = 7 and overall step probability functions σti

≪ρ:C≫

(specified below). The possible cuts in any performance of ρ are c0 = {ε}, c1 = {β1},

c2 = {α1}, c3 = {β2}, c4 = {α1, β2}, c5 = {β3}, c6 = {α2}, c7 = {β4}, c8 = {β5} ,

c9 = {α2, β4} e c10 = {α2, β5}.

Let χti

≪ρ:C≫ be the cut-selection probability functions associated to ρσ and consider

a particular performance ≪ ρσ : C ≫ in a context C, where, at time t1, the enabled

cuts are ecuts[≪ ρσ : C ≫]t1 = {c0, c2, c3, c4}, and the cut-selection probabilities are

χt1
≪ρσ :C≫(c0) = 0.05, χt1

≪ρσ :C≫(c2) = 0.1, χt1
≪ρσ :C≫(c3) = 0.15 and χt1

≪ρσ :C≫(c4) =

0.7. Then, the cut selection expectation of ≪ρσ : C≫ is csxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]t1 = {c4},

that is, the cut that is expected to be selected at time t1 is c4 = {α1, β2}.

Consider that the cut that is selected at time t1 fits that expectation, that is, scut[≪
ρσ : C ≫]t1 = c4. Suppose that the porter (agent a) is very attentive, and usually
opens the door (action α1) when the office employee appears in the scene. However,
the office employee (agent b) is easily distracted and sometimes stops before approach-
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ing the door (action β2) in order to do an action that is not in the routine, such as
to talk to someone or to answer the mobile phone. Suppose that the probabilities of
the actions α1, β2 ∈ c4 being executed at the step at time t1 are φt1

c4
(α1) = 0.9 and

φt1
c4

(β2) = 0.7, respectively. The possible steps of the selected cut c4 are given by
℘[c4] = {∅, {α1}, {β2}, {α1, β2}}. Then, the probability of each possible step being
executed at time t1, according to Eq. (2), is:

Φ
t1
c4(∅) = (1 − φ

t1
c4(α1)) · (1−φ

t1
c4(β2)) = 0.03, Φ

t1
c4({α1}) = φ

t1
c4(α1) · (1−φ

t1
c4(β2)) = 0.27

Φ
t1
c4({β2}) = (1 − φ

t1
c4(α1)) · φ

t1
c4(β2) = 0.07, Φ

t1
c4({α1, β2}) = φ

t1
c4(α1) · φ

t1
c4(β2) = 0.63.

The step expectation related to the cut c4 at time t1 is sxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]t1={{α1, β2}}.
The probability of the possible steps being executed in the performance ≪ρσ :C≫

at time t1 (Eq. (3)), given that the enabled cuts are ecuts[≪ρσ ≫]t1 = {c0, c2, c3, c4},
are:

σ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

({α1, β2}) = χ
ti

≪ρ:C≫
(c4) · Φ

t1
c4({α1, β2}) = 0.7 · 0.63 = 0.441

σ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

({α1}) = χ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c2) · Φ
t1
c2({α1}) + χ

t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c4) · Φ
t1
c4({α1}) = 0.279

σ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

({β2}) = χ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c3) · Φ
t1
c3({β2}) + χ

t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c4) · Φ
t1
c4({β2}) = 0.154

σ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

(∅) = χ
t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c0) · Φ
t1
c0(∅) + . . . + χ

t1
≪ρ:C≫

(c4) · Φ
t1
c4(∅) = 0.126

Then, the possible-step expectation of the performance ≪ ρσ : C ≫ at time t1 is

psxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]t1 = {{α1, β2}}.

Now, consider that the possible step at time t1 is indeed the step {α1, β2}, and that

the expectation of the performance result of the actions α1 and β2 in the context C

are defined, respectively, as rxpt[α1 : C]t1 ≡ s2 : ds2
, s3 : ds3

⇒ s4 : fs4
(ds2

, ds3
)

and rxpt[β2 : C]t1 ≡ s2 : ds2
⇒ s5 : fs5

(ds2
) where s2, s3, s4 and s5 are situations

specified in Fig. 1(b), and fs4
: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] and fs5

: [0, 1] → [0, 1], defined by

fs4
(x, y) = min{x, y} and fs5

(x) = x, are the expecting functions of actions α1 and

β2, respectively, as specified in Eq. (4). Thus, the result expectation of the performance

≪ρ :C≫, at time t1, is rxpt[≪ρσ :C≫]t1 = {{rxpt[α1 :C]t1 , rxpt[β1 :C]t1}}.

Finally, consider the result expectation rxpt[α1 : C]t1 and suppose that the door is

half-open and that the porter is not sure that the employee is already at the scene, such

that the degrees of perfection of α1’s pre-conditions are ds2
= 0.9 and ds3

= 0.7 at

time t1 in the context C. In such a situation, the result expectation of the performance

of α1 is that the door may not be opened correctly, since the degree of perfection of

α1’s post-condition s4 is expected to be fs4
(0.9, 0.7) = min{0.9, 0.7} = 0.7.

Notice, however, that the notion of routine is defined so that even if all pre-conditions

are totally true (i.e., ds2
= ds3

= 1, so that fs4
(1, 1) = 1) there is always a possibility

that the door is not correctly opened after the performance of α1. For instance, the ac-

tion α1 may not be performed correctly, or some condition (which happens only rarely

and so is justifiably not included in the routine) occurs negatively affecting the result of

the action.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduced an objective notion of expectation of actions and facts in the con-

text of routine-oriented multiagent systems. Expectations were defined on behavioral
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terms, inspired by the notion of maximal expected utility, where utility values were sub-

stituted by degrees of perfection of actions (involving degrees of perfection of facts).

The proposed notion of expectations was defined in order to ground the cognitive con-

cept of expectation in the context of routine-oriented multiagent systems. In this way,

notions that are essential for proactive agents, like surprise and disappointment, can be

defined in such context. We hope to integrate these aspects in our future work. In terms

of applications, such as modeling family behaviors in domestic settings [7], our pro-

posed approach may help the cognitive modeling of expectations, since the subjective

model should be compatible with the objective one. The same may happen for personal

assistants in, e.g., calendar systems [8].
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